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Abstract. Traditional authentication (identity verification) systems,
employed to gain access to a private area in a building or to data stored
in a computer, are based on something the user has (an authentication
card, a magnetic key) or something the user knows (a password, an iden-
tification code). But emerging technologies allow for more reliable and
comfortable for the user, authentication methods, most of them based
in biometric parameters. Much work could be found in literature about
biometric based authentication, using parameters like iris, voice, finger-
print, face characteristics, and others. In this work a novel authentication
method is presented, and first results obtained are shown. The biomet-
ric parameter employed for the authentication is the retinal vessel tree,
acquired through a retinal angiography. It has already been asserted by
expert clinicians that the configuration of the retinal vessels is unique for
each individual and that it does not vary in his life, so it is a very well
suited identification characteristic. Before the verification process can be
executed, a registration step is needed to align both the reference image
and the picture to be verified. A fast and reliable registration method
is used to perform that step, so that the whole authentication process
takes very little time.

1 Introduction

Reliable authentication of people has long been an interesting goal, becoming
more important as the need of security grows, so that access to a reliable per-
sonal identification infrastructure is an essential tool in many situations (airport
security controls, all kinds of password-based access controls, ...). Conventional
methods of identification based on possession of ID cards or exclusive knowledge
are not altogether reliable. ID cards can be lost, forged or misplaced; passwords
can be forgotten or compromised. A solution to that problems has been found in
the biometric based authentication technologies. A biometric system is a pattern
recognition system that establishes the authenticity of a specific physiological or
behavioral characteristic possessed by a user. Identification can be in the form
of verification, authenticating a claimed identity, or recognition, determining the
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identity of a person from a database of known persons (determining who a person
is without knowledge of his/her name).

Many authentication technologies can be found in the literature, with some
of them already implemented in commercial authentication packages [1]. Other
methods are the fingerprint authentication [2][3] (perhaps the oldest of all the
biometric techniques), hand geometry [4], face recognition [5] or speech recogni-
tion [6]. It also has been shown that for a more reliable system, combination of
two or more of those techniques could be good choice [7].

But today the most of the efforts in authentication systems tend to develop
more secure environments, where it is harder, or ideally, impossible, to create a
copy of the properties used by the system do discriminate between authorized
individuals and unauthorized ones,so that an impostor could be accepted by the
biometric system as a true sample.

In that sense, the system proposed here employs for authentication biometric
parameter the blood vessel pattern in the retina of the eye: it is a unique pattern
in each individual, it is almost impossible to forge that pattern in a false indi-
vidual. Of course, the pattern is the same since the person is born until she dies,
at least it appears a pathology in the eye. In http://www.eye-dentify.com
a commercial authentication system is available, where characteristic points ex-
tracted from the vessels are used to measure the similarity between images. Here
a novel authentication method based in the whole retinal vessel pattern of the
eye is presented, and first results obtained with that technique are shown. In
the first section, a brief outline about image registration is presented, because of
the necessity of a prior alignment of the images to be compared. Second section
describes the system developed in our laboratory to test the accuracy of our
method, and in the third section an experiment run in collaboration with the
University Hospital of Santiago and results obtained are shown. Finally conclu-
sions and future lines are included as a closing section.

2 Methodology

2.1 Image Registration

In many cases it is almost impossible to acquire the biometric parameter in the
same conditions than the stored template used for the authentication, so that
a first step of normalization of both parameters (the acquired and the reference
one) is needed in order to make the system reliable enough, avoiding the rejection
of legitimate users by changes due to illumination, translations or rotations in
the image. The main drawback of retinal angiographies is the different position
of the vessels used in the authentication, because it is very difficult that the user
place the eye in the same position in different acquisitions, so that an alignment
is necessary prior to the authentication. To perform that alignment, an image
registration algorithm is employed.

Image registration consists in estimating the transformation T̂ (we will only
consider affine transformations) that aligns two images so that the points in one
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image can be related to points in the other. To determine the optimal transforma-
tion an iterative process is performed so that a similarity measure is optimized.

There is a lot of image registration methods (see [8][9] for complete surveys
about them). The registration method developed for the alignment of the images
employed in the authentication process have been widely described in [10][11],
but for the sake of convenience a brief outline will be included in the following
subsection.

Creaseness based registration method. Vessels can be thought as creases
(ridges or valleys) when images are seen as landscapes. Amongst the many defi-
nitions of crease, the one based on level set extrinsic curvature (LSEC) has useful
invariance properties. Given a function L : Rd → R, the level set for a constant l
consists of the set of points {x|L(x) = l}. For 2D images, L can be considered as
a topographic relief or landscape and the level sets are its level curves. Negative
minima of the level curve curvature κ, level by level, form valley curves, and
positive maxima ridge curves.

κ = (2LxLyLxy − L2
yLxx − L2

xLyy)(L2
x + L2

y)− 3
2 (1)

However, the usual discretization of LSEC is ill–defined in a number of cases,
giving rise to unexpected discontinuities at the center of elongated objects. In-
stead, we have employed the MLSEC − ST operator, as defined in [12]. This
alternative definition is based on the divergence of the normalized vector field
w̄:

κ = −div(w̄) (2)

Although equations (1) and (2) are equivalent in the continuous domain, in
the discrete domain, when the derivatives are approximated by finite centered
differences of the Gaussian–smoothed image, equation (2) provides much better
results.

After the extraction of the vessel landmarks (see figure 1 (c) and (d)), the
straightest approach is to perform an iterative optimization of some alignment
function: one image is taken as reference, while the other is iteratively trans-
formed until the function attains a hopefully global maximum. As the optimiza-
tion function, Downhill Simplex Iterative algorithm was selected, as implemented
in [13], and for alignment, the linear correlation function.

But this straight approach works only for almost-aligned and identical con-
tent images; the common case is that the optimization gets trapped in a local
maximum. Therefore, some sort of exhaustive search for most promising seeds
must be performed before the Simplex search starts. An efficient way to do it
is in the Fourier domain, employing a well known property which relates a mul-
tiplication in this domain to the values of linear correlation. Furthermore, in
order to overcome the time bottleneck that this computation demands, we build
a pyramid for each image, where each level is a sampled version of a local max-
imum of the previous level. The exhaustive search is computed only at the top
(smaller) image, which greatly reduces the computation time. The method is
more widely described in [14][10].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Two examples of retinal angiographies, where variation between individuals can
be seen. Images in (c) and (d) depict the extracted vessels of (a) and (b) respectively.

2.2 Retinal Based Authentication

Once the registration process has been performed and images are aligned, ex-
tracted registered creases images are utilized to obtain a similarity measure be-
tween them. So, if two images belong to the same person, aligned creases images
will be more similar than images from different persons, although the registra-
tion process is successfully performed. The measure employed must be robust
against changes in image amplitude such as those caused by changing lighting
conditions, and also against the number of points obtained in the creases extrac-
tion process. Such conditions are fulfilled by the Normalized Cross-Correlation
coefficient (NCC ), that is defined as [15]:

γ =

∑
x,y[f(x, y) − f ][t(x, y) − t]

{∑
x,y[f(x, y) − f ]2

∑
x,y[t(x, y) − t]2

}0.5 (3)

where t is the mean of the registered image, and f is the mean of the image.
It must be noted that although the sums are over all of the images, only the
overlapping areas of them are not null (as depicted in Figure 2, where the original
and the registered images are shown).

Once calculated the normalized correlation coefficient γ, a confidence mea-
sure must be determined to know if two images belong to the same person. To
avoid false acceptance cases caused by errors in the acquisition, where only small
creases could be extracted, an acquired image is considered valid for the authen-
tication algorithm if the number of points in the creases is above a minimum
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a) Original with no overlapping area creases image, (b) cropped original with
only the overlapping area creases image and (c) registered creases image. Only over-
lapping area of the images are not null

number of points. That threshold is obtained by the application of the Tcheby-
cheff theorem [16]: if the number of points in the creases Nc fulfills that Nc > 3σ,
where σ is the mean number of points in the creases of a set of well acquired
images, then the image will be considered as valid image for the system, but if
Nc < 3σ then the image will be rejected by the system.

3 Method Validation and Results

Images employed in our experiments were acquired in a period of 15 months
and in different centers of the University Hospital of Santiago de Compostela
(CHUS), although all of them with the same camera, a Cannon CR6-45NM
Non-Mydriatic Retinal Camera, with a resolution of 768×584 pixels. Although
originally they were color images, a conversion to gray-level images was per-
formed prior to the storage in the database, since color does not provide any
useful information.

First experimental results showed that the value of the NCC of the images
belonging to the same individual, although acquired in different times, is always
above the value 0.6. In that first experiments, a set of 4 images from 5 different
persons (20 images) were evaluated by the system.

To test the reliability of our system, a bigger blind experiment was designed in
collaboration with the CHUS: a set of 119 retinal angiographies was introduced
in the system. In the benchmark two kind of images could be found: the more
of the images (110) belonged to different individuals, and a reduced number
of them (6 from 3 individuals, 2 of each) were images from the same persons
taken in different times. The system should be able to find the images in the
benchmark which pertain to the same persons.

In the test, the NCC of the cartesian product of the set of 116 images was
calculated (three images were eliminated from the total of 119 because they
presented very poor contrast, so creases were too small and were refused by
the system as described above). The value of the NCC of the rest of images
was normalized to the interval [0, 1], as can be seen in the figure 3. It is clear
that the values of the diagonal of that image are all 1, since it belongs to the
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correlation of the images with themselves. The other values belong to the other
two categories: values bigger than 0.6 are obtained correlating images pertaining
to the same person but acquired in different moments, and the rest of the values,
which are all of them under the peak value 0.35 corresponds to the value of the
NCC of images of different individuals. That way, to verify the identity of an
individual, the system only has to search in the set of stored templates, and if
the value of the NCC is below a confidence level for all the correlation values,
the person will not gain permission to get into the protected area or to read the
information.

The confidence level represents a very important parameter in the system,
since a too low level would lead the system to accept even false individuals, but
a too high level would reject legitim individuals. Figure 4 shows the percentages
of false rejection and false acceptance cases. It can be clearly seen in that figure
that until the threshold value is 0.60, true positive cases percentage is 1, meaning
that no true positive is rejected. From that point until the threshold is 1 the
acceptance cases are just the values from the NCC of each image with itself,
which is always 1.0. In the opposite side, when the threshold goes down, false
negative cases does not appear until its value is 0.35, growing exponentially from
that point. From this values, when the threshold value is in the range from 0.35
to 0.60 the successful percentage of the system is 100%.

Fig. 3. Two views of a graph representing the values of the correlation obtained in the
experiment with 119 images. Main diagonal is always 1, since it corresponds to NCC of
each image with itself, and the other peaks with value 0.6 correspond to the correlation
of images from the same person taken in different moments.

All the conclusions exposed in this work were tested by the expert clinicians
of the CHUS, since they knew before the experiment was performed, which
images belonged to the same individuals, and which were not, concluding that
results were right, and that matching images were effectively taken from the
same patients, and that did not exist false rejections, so the system got, for this
first tests, a 100% of success.
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Fig. 4. Percentages of false acceptance and false rejections when the threshold level is
varied.

4 Conclusions and Future Lines

A novel authentication method has been presented here. The authentication pro-
cedure employs the retinal vessel tree as the biometric parameter, with a prior
registration stage needed to align the template image and the acquired image.
To measure the similarity between the images, Normalized Cross Correlation of
the aligned creases extracted from the images is used. The technique has been
extensively tested, with a test that involved 14.161 cases, giving very good re-
sults. It must be noted that the registration method employed here is coherent
[17], since the result obtained from the registration of image I1 registered against
I2 is the same than the result obtained using I2 as the reference image (figure 3).
From that experiment, it can be assessed that NCC could be used as a robust
measure of the similarity of the images, with values over 0.6 for the 127 cases of
images from the same person, and values under 0.35 for the 14034 images which
belong to different individuals. Moreover, an analysis of the behavior of the sys-
tem when the acceptance threshold is varied is presented, so that it can be seen
that a wide band of 0.35 in the NCC appears between the acceptance area and
the rejection area. The mean time taken to perform each image authentication
is 0.3 seconds, 0.26 seconds for the registration and 0.04 seconds to perform
the computation of the NCC value, so that the method is very well-fitted to be
employed in a real authentication system.

Future research will include the development of a hardware system based on
the technique presented here which will improve performance until almost real
time authentication.
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